Aortic rupture during computed tomography scanning: Even milliseconds matter
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Background

A 52-year-old male patient was admitted to our emergency department with complaints of chest pain and back pain for one hour. The vital findings of the patient were normal except the blood pressure of between the arms. The right arm was of 170/110 mmHg and the left arm was of 140/90 mmHg. He was active smoker. The physical examination revealed diastolic murmur in the aortic area. Electrocardiography showed nonspecific findings. Transthoracic echocardiography showed aortic dissection and severe aortic insufficiency (Supplementary material). It was decided to perform Computed Tomography (CT) to see extension of dissection. At the beginning of the CT the patient was stable, and dissection was seen starting from aortic sinuses towards the iliac arteries (Figure 1A,1B,1C). During the procedure, only after 40 ms large pericardial effusion was detected just before venous phase starting which was compatible with aortic rupture and cardiac tamponade (Figure 1D). The patient was transferred for emergent surgery, however, he died during surgery.

Supplementary material, Video: Transthoracic echocardiography showing severe aortic insufficiency and dissection flap.

Figure 1: A. Computed tomography showing not apparent pericardial effusion B. Transthoracic echocardiography showing dissection flap C. Computed tomography showing dissection and false/true lumen at the level of aortic arch, D. Computed tomography revealing cardiac tamponade compression of heart chamber during CT scanning just before venous phase starting (after 40 ms).
Acute aortic syndromes are characterized by dissection, ulceration, or rupture of the thoracic aorta [1]. Intima tear of aorta cause penetration of blood into media. The gold standard method for diagnosis is CT [2,3]. Interestingly, aortic rupture occurred during CT scanning in this patient. We did not know whether it was related with CT scanning or not. Spontaneous rupture is fatal complication of aortic syndromes which could occur at any time during dissection.
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